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-More strike activity planned
By CHARLES TITLOW
and
WILLIAM O'CONNELL
Staff reporters

Plans were formulated
Wednesday , night by the
• 'Brothers a.nd Sisters of
Freedom" to continue the
student strike into next week.
Meeting on second floor of
Northcott Hall the small group
of strikers decided to continue
their
demonstrations
throughout this week and into
next.
The Impact stage in front of
Shawkey Student Union has
been renamed the Information
Center for the rest of this week
by the striking students
President Roland H. Nelson Jr.
told the strikers the Impact
stage would be their's until
Friday at which ti~e it would

have to be removed, according mulate a program that will graduate - student and Hugh
to Stevee Dukovich, West- appeal to a greater' number of Ross, Huntington senior, bought
, students than during the past another flag and raised it to the
moreland, Pa., senior.
, top of the mast. Then apWednesday's
planning week.
Commenting
Thursday proximately 200 people who had
session resulted in a proposed
move by the strikers into the morning as to student interest gathered, recited the "Pledge of
community Thursday . The in the strike, Miss Dukovich Allegiance" and this flag was
lowered to half-mast.
students said they hope to said they are "dwindling."
convince the area businessmen
Reportedly, there is .a
President Nelson came out to
and residents that the anti-war possibility of several Kent State talk with the students and was
demonstration is also the students coming to Marshall to presented with a petition
concern of Huntington citizens. speak on the crisis that oc- ·supporting him and asking him
to reconsider his resignation.
today's proposed activities curred there Monday.
Student protest Wednesday
A question and answer period
will include a religious service
in honor of the four dead Kent against
the
Cambodian ensued and such things as
University students at noon in situation saw two demon- ROTC on campus and student
front bf the student union. strators lower the flag in front representation on committees
· Beginning at 8 ;30 p.m . today a of Old Main to half mast as a were discussed.
candle light procession will tribute to the slain Kent State
Faculty comment on whether
they thought the strike and
again honor the Kent students students.
This occurred early in the demonstrations have acand end the day's activities of
day . Later, buildings and complished anything was
the strike.
Using this weekend as a rest grounds personnel removed the mixed .
David Gibson , assistant
and recuperation period the flag from the pole. Then Judy
strikers said they hope to for- Belcher, Coal Grove , Ohio , professor of English said, "I
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object to the war in ~mbo<lia
and I suppose any way the
demonstrators can draw . attention to it is good."
William Denman, assistant
profe$Sor speech, said "Yes
they've helped focus attenlio~
on a problem. I think that once
you get people talking, you have
communication." .
Robert Savage, instructor of
English, stated, "Other than
serving as a vel)icle for the
peaceful release of emotion, the
movement has produced little of
value . Unfortunately, it's
leaders, in their grandiose
visions and desire
for
revolutionary thrills , have
persuaded themselves to
believe in a fantasy world. The
distortions of truth in some of
the speeches and hand-outs can
only be ultimately selfdefeating ."

Friday
May 8, 1970

Huntington, W. Va.

-

'Examine motives, values,' - Nelson
Orders flag lowered
minute's silence to honor those
Kent State students whose lives
were "cut short totally unPresident Roland H. Nelson necessarily.' '
Nelson held an impromptu
Jr ., quoting a University
Council resolution, lowered the news conference shortly after
Dag to half-mast Thursday at 10 the ceremonies at the flag pole
a.m . in honor of students killed in front of Old Main.
Referring to the recent
at Kent State University.
"At my request,
the happenings in the war and
University Council representing protests concerning it, Nelson
the faculty ; and the Student · said, "This gives us reason for
Cabinet representing the serious thought."
On the Kent State incident
students, passed the following
Nelson said, "It was somewhat
resolution this morning :
'That the flag at Marshall of a shock to . hear that live
University fly at half-mast ammunition was being used."
Thursday and Friday in Nelson said that not many
memory of the students killed at people had been killed by rocks
Kent State University on while bullets had killed many
people.
Monday.'
When asked about his views
"I express, as an individual,
my deepest sorrow that on ROTC he said, "I feel very
students on a university campus strongly that it should remain
have now pecome subject to the on campus." However, · conthreat of serious injury, even cerning granting college credit
death, at the hands of their for ROTC courses Dr. Nelson
said that this would be "a
fellow citizens.
"I further request that each judgment to be made by
member of the Marshall faculty ."
Nelson was asked if campus
community examine
his
motives, his values, with a view . dissent had anything to do with
toward preserving the Marshall his resignation. He replied that
tradition of freedom and mutual it was not campus dissent, but
respect for the rights and views the fact that he was "so embroiled in administrative brush
of all."
During his statement Nelson fighting."
emphasized that he was not
"stating University policy," but
was speaking as an individual.
Following his prepared
statement Nelson said, "I could
not be prouder of any group,"
President Roland H. Nelson
referring to the faculty and
students. He said their ac- Jr. "will be a professor doing
tivities were in the "best research in university adtradition of the American ministration ," at an unspecified
school after leaving Marshall
university ."
After the {lag was lowered to this summer.
The announcement came at
half-mast Nelson asked that the
approximately 30 students and an impromptu news conference
newsmen gathered about the fQllowing ceremonies lowering
flag bow their heads for a the flag to half-mast.
By WAYNE FAULKNER
News editor

NELSON GIVES HIS OWN IDEAS

The president said Kent deaths were "unnecessary.''

Budget requests heard
-

A subcommittee of the
Student Activity and Services
Fees Committee heard request
from the Chief Justice for a fee
increase and from WMUL
Radio for a continuance of
WMUL's present budget.
Gary King, Charleston senior,
and Chief Justice editor
requested a $0.35 increase in the
student activity fee for the
yearbook publication.
He cited increases in
publication cost and the number
of books to be ordered as major
reasons for the requested increase. He also said, "I feel
editorial salaries for the Chief
Justice should be comparable to .
Parthenon
and
student
assistant salaries. "
He added, "If the sala,ry increase doesn't go through, we'll
have an extremely difficult

time getting photographers
next year." .
According to King, if the
present yearbook budget is not
enlarged, it may cause some
changes such as dropping at
least 16 pages of color . He said,
"When you cut a yearbook, you
cut your ability to be artistic
because the art work is the first
thing that suffers."
Concerning · last year's
-shortage of yearbooks, Joseph
Peters, director of finance and
committee chairman, asked
King if tie didn 't feel that he had
a responsibility to see that
every student eligible should be
able to receive a yearbook . King
replied that he did feel this way.
WMUL Radio's request for a
continuance of it's _present
budget was submitted by
Charles W. Dinkins, assistant

director of closed circuit
television. He said, "We're not
asking for more money. We just
want to retain the funds we
already have."
He went on. to outline future
plans for WMUL Radio such as
upgrading the station from 10
watts to 5 or 10 kilowatts. He
also talked about moving the
sta lion from it's · present
location in Science Hall to the
new communications building
and erecting an antenna on
Smith Hall.
A new FM antenna is alse to
be added at Barker's Ridge.

Bulletin board up
A bulletin board is being
constructed outside the Office of
Student Personnel Programs on
the north side of Old Main.

Nelson plans
-to do research

-1

_,;
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An editorial

.

Lack of supRort causes resignation?
' •• a

Marshall University is losing
a president who attempted to
upgrade the University as . a
whole but, in the process, met
with opposition. This opposition
came not only from within the
University community but the
Huntington community .as well.
To let this fact . go unheeded
would be a sad situation.
It may nev~ be realized 8Jii to
how far Marshall could have
progressed under Roland H.
Nelson's administration, but
one thing is certain--Marshall
was beginning to see a bit of
organization and development
instead of the same old tired
image it had retained for many
years. This is not to discredit
any former administrators
specifically, but it is meant to
say that Marshall needed some new ideas and was finally
getting them through .President
Nelson.

r

'

I
r-

Perhaps more support_for the
President could have been felt
after learning of his resignation
if it h·a d been made known
exactly what the "personal"
reasons were for his leaving.
We are extremely sorry if his
health would not have per-

mitted him to continue, but it is
obvious that this reason was of a·
secondary nature.
If there was opposition from
the faculty and outside interests, exactly how and why
did this come about? Was any of
it justified or · was it merely

another attempt to keep things·
at a status-quo? Apparently,
there was some disagreement
among the top MU administrators, but if this led to
the decision of the President to
resign, it would indicate a sort
of childish quibbling. There

should have been some logical
way to settle . any major
disputes. Another question is
raised at this point -- exactly
who is running the University~
There are too many unanswered questions in the whole
matter, which leads one to
believe that power exists where
power should not be. Perhaps if
some of the questions , were
answered, we, as students,
could have our say as to whom
we want-to head our University.
If Marshall is ever to-become
a real University rather than in
name i>nly, students and faculty
must do all it can to support
administrators with forward
'ideas. But, please give us some
reason to ~upport them .
MARY O'DELL
Campus editor

A comment
Two days of strikes have
Students
have
demonstrated in various ways
their feelings toward the war in
Vietnam and Cambodia, the
unrest on other campuses such
as Kent State, the Nixon administration, the Teacher 's .
College at Marshall, and support of President Nelson.
.,Petitions -have been cir culated to support as well as to
impeach, letters to President
Nixon are being _.sigµed~
memOl'ial ,~-bei.ng-.~Jf[!jJ:°., ~many other activities are in ilie
planning stages.
' With all of this happening on
campus, and we must admit it is
quite different for Marshall
students to become· involved in
such activities, the group should
be commended on their ban. dling of the protest. The
violence that has torn through
campuses across the nation has
not come to Marshall as the
strikers and demonstrators
seek peace with peace.
But still the question remains
- is cutting classes; running
around drawing up new
peti,tions every time something ·
goes wrong, or marchirlg ;
through classroom buildings
p.,...,_ .......yGarySdlllfel- bringing peace in Vietnam 1 The
,\ lo"I ..A(i (·Ar,.; ny over as many difrerent viewpoints as people. Over
peace goal of the strikers is
the- military as well as the anti-military; the armed as well as the · good, but the action is failing.
passed.

TO THE EDITOR:

Due to the murders at Xent
State, the result of which I feel
will be increased suppression of
dissent by violent means, I have
refused to conduct business as
usual in ,my dual role as instructor of English 101 and as a
graduate student. Therefore, I
have resigned my teaching
positign and withdrawn from
the university.
One.day moratoriums and one
day strikes are not enough; I
now feel it necessary to strike
-until the government becomes
responsive to the people. I call
for massive passive resistance
through the termination of all
routine activities of higjler
education in . "Amerika ." I
encourage all students to refuse
to attend classes and encourage
all faculty members ,to sever
ties with an institution which
will, if permitted, forget the
deaths at Kent and the invasion
of Cambodia, and return to the
business of Mother's Day Sing,
final
examinations,
and
distribution of graduation caps
and gowns.
Four dead,-how manr more?
JANE HENDERSON MARCUM
Hurricane

Editor's note - The following ls
an open forum comment
presented on behalf of the strike
committee. Views_ expressed
are not necessarily those of The
Parthenon.

·

ByGREGCARANNANTE
Strike committee representative

I suppose the reason that I'm
even attempting to respond and
let yotJ and The Parthenon know
where we are at is because the
paper's still so damned con- .
cemed with objectivity, which it
deemed so necessary in thetruly brav.e editorial on the
strike Wednesday,
after
National Guardsmen acted so
objectively as they fired and
killed four students <like the
Parthenon . editors in that one
respect> at Kent State and bow
many others at other sc;hools?

/

National symbol

· 1marmed, the warlike as well as the peaceful, it can blanket a
mosaic of opinion.

Open forum~

TOMMIE DENNY
Editor-in-chief

What _good does objectivity do ·be right and would not succeed, questions which I would like to leader and copying the -bigger
in attaining the basic goal of when in reality, if the program answer. Concerning their im- schools with its protests and
peace when a President turns only included a study of the plied lack of sincerity within the strikes?" I will answer with an
his head, eyes and ears from a issues and nothing else, it would movement, th'ey asked, "How equally ridiculous and unday of proposed national ob- surely be a failure and wrong, many students would give up a founded question: Is the Parjectivi ty, including about as far as attaining peace, Saturday for such a program?" thenon trying to imitate HUPCO
500,000 protestors {some of anyway . We already witnessed That is very 'cruel because in its stand on the strikes and
October
and about 100 people donated almost the War?
which were MU students> that last
gathered nearly on his lawn, November. Circumstances now an entire weekend's worth and
Finally ~ the editorial states,
~d chooses to watch a what? A demand action, not just iri- more of their . time to the "Perhaps motives for the
· football game?
tellectual insights.
coordination of the strike . student strike today ought to be
Speaking for the Strike
Also, the editorial stated that That's not many, true, but I ask examined further. Is it really
Committee, I feel the editorial the strike lacked the program to how long did it take for the worth it?" I answer, only if our
was wrong in a few instances, study the issues. I'd like to know editors to write their righteous main motive of peace in Vietboth by what it implied and just what the hell they expect a · editorial? A weekend? Would · nam is really worth it.
stated. First, it read that the small group of students who you and 100 others give up a
So, Parthenon editors, if
strike · (mind
you,
not tried
wholeheartedly .· to Saturday and more to sµpport objectivity is what you really
moratorium) bad not the organize the strike in- the war? It's very easy to say wanted, why didn't you include :.:
"objectivity to study the dependently to do since Friday Parthenon, but practice what all the above truth in your
editorial?
·
Cambodian issue." What the when it all started here? .In just you preach, you know? ·
editors failed to understand is five days? What could the
The other . question the
Also, I don't feel as if I should ·
that a strike doesn't always editors have done in com- editorial asks is, "Are the or could write any longer for
have to include studying. The parison without the almighty . stuqents organizing this strike · this pap~r as mm·critic while to
Parthenon implied that since name of The Parthenon behind on Marshall's campus truly me The Parthenon apparently
involved in what they are doing, supports the continuance of the
the strike isn't adequately them?
studying the issues, it would not
The editors also asked a few· . or is Marshall playing follow the War in this way.
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Soviets weighted down
by China, bureaucracy

Good
I

:MC O ~D. :l D.g
Weather
Tri-State Weather Bureau forecast for today is
sunny and a little warmer with the expected high
near 70 degrees. Probability of precipitation is
near zero. Outlook for Saturday is fair and
warm.

Today
ADVANCE

IlEGISTRATION

FOR FALL SEMESTEl-l

CE> T) NUES -- ll : 15 a .m . to 4 : 15 p.m ., Old Ma in Basement.
TI CKETS ON SALE: i-,~oR ARTIST 'S SERIES -- 8 a. m. lo :l

p.m .. Smilh Hall Lounge.
·
SEllVI CE IN FHONT OF STUDENT UNION BY CAM PUS
CHRISTIAN CE NTEI{ (CCCl AND TOWN MINISTERS IN
HONOR OF KENT STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS WHO
WEl-lE KILLED -- noon-I p.m .
PllESS CONFEHl<:NCE AND RECEPTION FOR DONAL
Ll<:ACE. FOLK ARTIST AND REGULAR PERFORMER 0
··THE SHOW'" -- I p.m . at the CCC .
FILMSTRIP DISCUSSION : ARTICULi\TION THERAPY
TECHNIQUES -- 2 p.m. at the Speech and Hearing Clinic .
BUS LEAVES FOR DEMONSTRATION IN WASHINGTON .
U.C. contact Jim .Jenkins at the CCC.
COMMUNITY-UNIVERSITY-CENTER EXPERIMENTAL
COLLEGE (EXCO l MEETING -- 4 p.m . CCC .
KAPPA ALPHA PSI SOCIAL FRATERNITY PICTURE
TAKEN FOR CHIEF JUSTICE-· 6 p.m . Meet at the Chief
Justice Office.
PUBLIC LECTURE: SPEECH THERAPY IN THE
SCHOOLS -- 8 p._m . at Speech and Hearing Clinic. '
.
COFFEE HOUSE FEATURING 'ROGER AND MARY'
SINGING ANTI-WAR SONGS .. 8 p.m. to 1 a.m . at the ccc. ·
"MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER" ·· 8 : 15 p.m ., Old Main
Auditorium.
CANDLELIGHT PROCESSION AND SERVICE FOR KENT
STATE STUDENTS WHO WERE KILLED ·· 8 : 30 p.m .,
Student Union Lawn .
.
WOMEN'S GOLF CLINIC - Features demonstrations and
individual instructions at the Riveria Courtry Club in Cox's
Landing. Lasts all day .
.

P,\CE TIIHEE

By A~~A LAURA KOVICH

Staff reporter

" When
the
growing
decrepitude of the Soviet
regime and the international
. development of Sino-Soviet
relations converge , there will be
the break-up of an empire ,"
said Dan Heldman , instructor of
political science , speaking
Wednesday at the final Encounter program at the Campus
Christian Center .
In following his topic , " What
Course for the Kremlin in the
70 's ? ", Heldman outlined four
stages Russia -has gone through
between 1917 and 1962. These
are
revolution
and
internationalism , nationalism
and purges , militar y im perialism , and transitjon and
stability. Since 1962 the Soviet
Union has been in a stage of
regression .
Heldman said the breeding of
obedience has been useful for
producing lower echelon
bureaucrats who have become
top officials which he called

"'spectacularly mediocre .·• Heldman said .
China is likely to start the war
He said that there are no
more original leaders in Russia which will be at first conand Khrushchev was the last ventional · in scope . "Slowly
single such person. He stressed China will escalate the border
that while Khrushchev was an clashes until both find theminnovator, Breznev and Kosygin selves in a general military
have reacted rather than in- confr·o ntation." stated Heldnovated . " If there are in- man . "The long exhausting
novators , they 're invisible ," he guerilla warfare will end in
disaster for the Soviet Union ."
stated .
The results will be that East
" The concepts of freedom
have no base in Russia . Europe.. will be de-Sovietized,
Freedom is not what you can do , mini-wars will resume in East
but what others can do to you ." Europe, and nationalism will
rise in Russia which will conhe said .
'"Onl y piecemeal changes sequentl y give rise to an
have been made in Soviet life , emotional weariness . Heldman
but each change moves them felt that power would be passed
farther and farther from from hand to hand.
power .' ' Professor Heldman · When speaking of the breakup of the Soviet empire ,
said .
The second part of the Soviet Heldman compared it to the fall
break-up will come from the of The Roman Empire, with the
international relationship of the Chinese replacing the Goths ,
Soviet Union and China Huns , and barbarians .
In concluding Professor
probably developing into a war .
China, going through the same Heldman said he had originally
five stages as Russia , is in the titled his speech "Soviet Union
third stage of military im- in the 70's and Beyond: A
perialism
or
expansion, Modern Allegory .' '

Open house today
The Speech and Hearing
Clinic will have an open house
today and Saturday in conjunction with "Hearing and
Speech Month ' ' officially
proclaimed by Huntington
Mayor Robert Hinerman.
'Fhe open house will begin at 2
p.m. with a filmstrip discussion
on "Articulation Therapy
Techniques," followed at 8 p.m.
--with a public lecture by Dr.
Ruth Becky Irwin, professor of
speech at Ohio State University,
on "Speech Therapy in the
Schools".
Saturday, Dr. Irwin will
conduct a demonstration at 9
a.m . on therapy techniques with
articulation problems.

public attention is focused on
disabilities of hearing, speech ,
and language and the estimated
15 million people who suffer
from such handicaps.

Later this month, Dr. Vernon
Stroud, program director of
speech pathology and audiology
of the University of Cincinnati ,
will speak May 21, on
" Language Development of the
Culturally Disadvantaged'',
followed May 22 with a
demonstration on language
training
with
pre-school
children and a discussion on
"Language patterns of Appalaclffli .
'
Mayor Hinerman proclaimed
May as Hearing and Speech
Month, and urged all citizens of
Huntington to give their support. May also is Hearing and
Speech Month throughout the
United States, a time when

GUYAN
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ZBT's to coordinate drive
The annual Belle of Mental
Health Drive, conducted in
coordination with the Cabell Hunt,ington Mental Health
Association, will be held May
11-15 in front of the Shawkey
Student Union.
Names will be listed and votes
will cost 10 cents each. The polls
will be open 9 a.m. to 4 p.m .
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Co"ection · noted
Maureen M,ilicia, assistant
professor of speech, was
reported in• an April 24 Parthenon story as having been a
voluntary, unpaid special agent
for the FBI as part of a narcotics inves~iga tibn 15 years age;,
in Cleveland.
·
According to Miss Milicia, she
should have been described as
having pr~vided information .:. .
on an unpaid; voluntary basis to the Narcotics Division of the
Treasury Department, and at
no time did she do any work for
the FBI.

MY.

/

525-8173

daily .
All proceeds of the elections
will go to the Cabell -- Huntington
Mental
Health
Association.

411 Richmond St.
Guyandott•
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Student readion to strike negative
By SALLIE KRIPPENE

Featur.e writer

"I had the best class attendance of any day this
spring," commented Dr. Philip
Pittman, assistant professor of
English · speaking of Wednesday's "strike."
Severa] professors agreed
that more students attended
classes than would have norm@lly as a .reaction -to the

nationwide strike. while other
faculty joined in the strike and
dismissed classes.
In general, reaction to the
called strike was negative. " It
did nothing but ali.e nate people
against 'long-haired hippie '
radicals," observed Sandy
· Bias, Huntington sophomore.
"All they wanted to do was close
the school down. It was harmful
rather than helpful."
Many students cited the
problems of disorganization.

Indiana .dean
diredor of branch
ministration from Morehead in
1964 and 1965 respectively.
Dr. Ben R. Dotson, dean of
Dotson,. who received his
students at' Franklin Indiana D o c t o r a t e from Indiana
college, has been named University in 1969, majored in
director of the Logan Branch of Educational Administration
Marshall University, subject to · with a minor in Sociology.
approval by the Board of
Dr. Dotson has ·s erved as
Regents.
Assistant Professor of sociology
A native of Eastern Ken- at Franklin College, as wen as
tucky,"Dr. D9tson was named to the dean of students; and has
replace John Arnold who taught science on the high
resigned in March to return to school level at Phelps, Ky. High
teaching, according to Paul School, .and served as graduate
Collins, director of Adult assistant in the residence halls
Education.
at Morehead, where he also
Dotson received his A.B. performed as Assistant dean of
degree from University of students.
.
Kentucky in 1961, and received
Dr. Dotson will assume his
his Masters and sixth year duties as Director at Logan on
certificate in · School Ad- July 1, 1970.

Whereas
the
October
Spencer: a political science
moratorium was organized major admitted that he could
presentation of the facts , not run the country and wonnobody ~eemed to know what dered what "qualifications
was going on. Would the strike these students and absentstart at noon or go on all day? minded professors have to
"The · purpose of the strike deem them capable." He said
was to get MU in the news so the he w~~ disappointed with the
students could say tha~ Mar - Senate resolution to call off
shall is involved," commented classes saying it interfered
Kathy Withrow, Huntington with the fundamental rights to
sophomore .
an education.
Dana Spencer, Huntington
Linda Hart, Huntington fresb.junior, said he was at Marshall man, stated the strike was
for an education and that "an "hunting for an easy way out
institution of higher learning rather than working within . If·
shouldn 't be used as a political the system has lasted almost
playground."
200 years, certainly it can last 10

By JOHN POORE
Staff reporter

Ubrary scienc.. degree
offered _with new class
ByMARY JANE GETI'Y
Staff writer

Library S:Cience majors will
.be able to obtain a degree
allowing them . to practice in
grades one through 12, according to Mrs. Virginia Theis,
chairman o~ the Departmeqt of
Library Science.
By i.king ·Curriculum Instruction 465, "Audio Visual
Aids," the library student will
be quaJified to head a library in
the elementary as well as the
high school, Mrs. Theis said.
Until this process became
effective, the library science
major was only certified for
grades nine through 12 except in
the case of an elementary
major with library science as
his area of specialization, Mrs.
Theis explained.

"This is definitely a . step
forward for both schools and
librarians ~ause up to this
time it was not possible for a
librarian to be certified for a
position "in an elementary
school. Many counties are
establishing
centralized
elementary school libraries so
this will help provide them with
certified personnel," Mrs. Theis
said.
.

years more until they're old
enough to do something about

it."
"When they are old enough to
care for themselves rather than
live off their parents," she said
of radical students, "then they
can tackle the world."
A former MU student now in
the Navy reserve reasoned that
Nixon as Commander-in-Chief
possessed all facts before he
made his decision and put his
political future on the line.

What's
your

When you know
it's for. keeps

excuse?

All your sharing,
all your special memor.ies
will be forever
symbolized by your
iamond engagement ring .
If the name,
Keepsake is in the ring
and·on the tag,
you are assured of
.. fine quality and
lasting satisfaction . ...._
The engagement diamond
is flawless.
of superb color and
precise modern cut.
Your Keepsake J~weler
has a choice sel,ction _
of many lovely styles.
He's listed in
the yellow pages
under " Jewelers."

You could have gone water skiing or swimming or to a dance
at night. Instead yoli've spent
the entire c\a\f mopln.g around
the house feeling so,r:r:.i d~r
yourself. And ~hy? )ust b,\'l·
cnuse It was one of those difficult times? How sill\]. A lot of
girls are out there enjoying
themselves under the same circumstances. They use Tampax
tampons.
Tampax tampons are worn
inlernally so you can swim
dance or do most anything you
please. There are no bulky pads
or telltale odor to give yoti
awav. Tampax tampons are so
easy to
Yes, e~.,,,c -first
time. Jost follow the tnstructions inside each package. So
go on out and enjoy yourself.
With Tampax tampons you
have no excuse.

or

ut.

-~P-sa.-k: e ,r.
:"J:?""'--....J!!..GISTERED
DIAMOND

Adv .

R I NGS

Costs undecided
University housing fees for .
the 1970 fall semester have not
yet been decided according to
Warren S. Myers , housing
director.
'
·
Myers, however, said that the
cost for the residence halls will
not be in excess of $1000 for the
entire _year .

I.
0 10$1 0,0t.0 T - MA:t'9 AH PondCompany _lN . E,r I H91,.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Ple,ue send ne ...., 20 page boo~lct , " Plcrnning You r Engagement and Wed ding"
and fu ll color f older. bo, h for only 2Sc . Also , te ll rr,e how to o b,d in the beautif ul
•• page e, ;dc' s Keepsake Book al ~alf p, ;ce.
5-70
N,1 m r _ _

_ _ __ __ _ _ __
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~"Tl'Dl-:STS :\IARl11 IS PROTEST TO Kl-::\'T KIU,IS(iK
Ml' students march Tuesday lo show reelings here

,~;:Students march, Protest
Huntington police ,loolc on

AS

STUDENTS

MARCH

Marshall joined approximately 230
colleges and universities across the
nation Wednesday in strikes and
protests against the Cambodian involvement and the killing of four Kent
· State students.
Approximately 250 students were in
front of the student union to hear Chris
Martisano of the Catholic Worker of
New York. After Martisano, various
people from the audience including two
faculty members who resigned in
protest. came to the platform to give
their opinions.
A march followed to the downtown
post office to mail post cards to Sen.
Robert C. Byrd asking him to help stop
the war.

the Huntington
pelice watell fl'NI •• alley.

downtown ,

Photos by_
MelGk,H and
Larry Nilcolaus

,
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Herd at Athens, face MAC leader
By TIM BUCEY
Sports editor

Ohio University Baseball
Coach Bob Wren has been
serving in that position for 22
years, and this weekend .at
Athens against Marshall he is
expected to reach a milestone in
his career.
Wren's teams have posted 399
wins in those years and one
victory either today or in the
doubleheader Saturday will put
him in an elite group. An
estimated less than 10 per cent
of college coaches have ever
won 400 games.
The Bobcats this year are
having one of their finest
seasons with an 18-3 mark and 81 (first place ) in the tough MidAmerican Conference.
When talking about -Ohio
University baseball , MU coach
Jack Cook just shakes his head.
I just hope the boys go up and
play ball like they 're capable of
playing instead of looking at the

records like they tend to do. " unless he decides on using
The Herd, 9-9 on the year, is another right fielder in place of
coming back after a weekend in slump-ridden John Hurst.
"Rightfield continues to be a
which it lost three straight to
Western Michigan, a team problem ," Cook said, "but l
which OU beat in two of three don't know who to put in there.
Other than that , everything else
games earlier.
"It's going to be another seems to be fairly stable right
tough weekend since we know now ."
The Herd will be facing one of
they beat \1/estern twice, and
they were the best team we bad · the nation's top pitchers in that
seen all year ," Coach Cook said, first game today in Ed Robbins
Cook, not one to roll over and who has a perfect 9-0 mark and
play dead though, recalled the a remarkable 0.74 earned run
three games between OU and average.
Marshall last year, a year when
Robbins has pitched 73 and
Ohio was the MAC champion two-thirds innings , surren again. In those games Marshall dering only 39 hits, six earned
lost all three but they were by runs and striking out an
average of one man per inning
scores of 2-0, 5-4 and 6-5.
Attempting to stop Ohio will pitched.
be pitchers Rodney May , 2-1 on
Slated to go in the first game
the season with a 2.54 era who is Saturday is Ron Morrison, who
slated to start this afternoon , is 2-0 on the season with a 3.08
and Carl Hewlett, 3-4, and Bob ERA in 26 and one-third innings.
Coach Wren safd he doesn't
Hull , l · l , in Saturday 's
know who will pitch the second
doubleheader .
Cook said he does not plan on game , "depending on what
making any lineup changes, happens in the other two

games. "
At the plate, the Bobcats
again have statistics which are
almost unreal. For example,
first baseman Mike Hannah has
a .449 average, rightfielder
Terry Raszka is batting .389,
secondbaseman Joe Carbone is
batlirig .349 and shortstop Mike
Schmidt has a .320 average.
As a team the Bobcats have a
.307 batting average and the
mound staff has an ERA of .242.
2.42
Marshall's two top hitters are
centerfielder Craig Dixon at
.270 an'd third baseman Roger
Gertz at .269.
' Wren is fielding a young team
this season with new faces at

Girl's softball
team to play

~

I
11

I
L
l

Marshall University's
Women's Intercollegiate FastPitch Softball team will play
Ohio University at IO a.m.
Saturday on Central Field.
The newly formed undefeated
team has beaten Concord
College in a double header and
Ohio University in the fourth
inning due to rain.
Playing a six game schedule
with one cancellation, they will
wind up the season at Concord
with another double header on
Sunday, May 17.
.
"Next year we hope for a
bigger schedule with teams
from .. most West- Virginia
colleges participating in the
league that is now in formation," said Gaynell Epling,
instructor
of
physical
'education.
Members of MU's team are:
Jan Keatley, Huntington senior,
pitcher; Beverly Duckwyler,
Charleston sophomore, ffrst
base; Jackie Knight, Gallipolis,
Ohio, senior; Joyce Michaud,
Alderson sophomore; and
Barbara Bailey, St. Albans
sophomore; all second base.
Also Karen Pauley, Holden
junior, shortstop; and Jody
Lambert, Kenova freshman,
catcher ..
Outfield includes: Debby
Smith, Huntington sophomore;
Row
Miano,
Thor pe
sophomore; Delois Morrow;
Barbara Boley, Huntington ·
freshman; . Bobbie Crew~. '
Pineville . junior; and Joari
Simms, Huntington junior.
·

Nut to

A•lllfllllnct

.....

6•~ "'"'·
PE OPEN HOUSE

The Physical Education
Majors Club will have an open
house 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. Sunday
in the Physical Education
Major's lounge. All members
are urged to bring guests.

interested
in
becoming
sophomore justices, according
to Greg Wallace, Chief Justice.
Applications will be received in
the Student Government office
in Student Union until Monday.

Herd pitcher Carl Hewlett
There are two remaining tied MU's record for the -most
openings for freshmen who are · career wins Tuesday.

Final concert set

Whl'n .nm
lin• with a
dP('(•ithil

timate vocal chamber music
from all periods, including
madrigals ·and a few contemporary compositions.
G.D. Nixon, Huntington
graduate student, is assistant .
director of the a cappella choir.

I

TROY
McCOY

•·
,
I
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that 111ay
own a piece
01· land it's
ahout lik(•
finishing
all of ,\ 'our
IIH'als with
a hig moulhhll
ot· sand.
_j

·tNN CROWD

u,,...,,••.

~ dlupl- Adv.

Special
Student
Rates

MIMIIISNIPS
AYA.IUU

Collllot In. D

lu11ra,1

UPTOWNER
INN
PNOII 525,,7741
fOI INfOIMATION
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AMSBARY'S- ·3 2·1 SHOP
Adds a, touch of drama

••os.·' WKAZ PRESENT
FRIDAY MAY. ··l5
at 8:30
·2 HOUIS OF GOLDEN NIU
Tiil lASHIIISKY

.

Join TM

If•••••

THE FUTURE
-~ TAKES SHAPE

1

ll('l'SOII

1·

Sia

Checllacubed
wltbLD. IJ1II

• SWIMMIN
HEWLETT TIES RECORD

JUSTICE POSITIONS OPEN

The final concert of the
a cappella and chamber .choirs
will be presented at 8: 15 p.m.
Monday in the Smith Music Hall
Auditorium.
Dr.
Richard
Barbour,
associate professor of music
will conduct the chamber
singers who specialize in in-

Adv.

first , second, third base, left
field and center field.
"We're expecting a real
battle from Marshall. " Wren
said, recalling the three· games
last season.
"Anytime we play a team
coached by Jack Cook we can
expect a battle because I think
personally he has done a
marvelous job. I feel I'm
qualified to say this too since
I've been watching Marshall
teams for the past 22 years. "
Following this weekend series
the Herd will travel lo
Morehead for a single game
Monday, before returning home
for a game Friday with Xavier
at St. Cloud Commons .

to graduation with
~m_art suit looks by
V Qrsity Town- Griffon,
Palm Beach and
Botany $65. to $110.
I

AID .THIii.LS'

AMSBARY'S

321

SHOP

Downstairs
IN PERSON at the Chas. CIVIC CENTER
TICKETS $5.00 & $4.00 ON SALE at CIVIC CUITER
GALPERIIS • TURNERS • SEARS • CORBY'S • AAA CLUB
KAY JEWEURS ii IIUNT.-FOI IESEIVATIONS CALL 344,2451
IAIL ORDEIS: NATIONAL SNOWS, c/1 CIVIC CENTER, CIARLESTON
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Oldsters stare at unrest
Th~ two paused to watch four
' " I'll tell you what needs to be
done•-they need their pants · sheriff's deputies walk toward
filled with lead." So said an the courthouse . One was
.
elderly man as he gave his carrying a riot stick.
The men, unaware that apviews on student unrest to a
proximately 200 student
companion.
The two men, who appeare4 protestors were en route to the
to be in their 70s, were sitting on building, continued with the
a bench on the Cabell County discussion . '
"Did you see that group- of
Courthouse lawn, shortly after
long-haired things this morning
noon Tuesday.
He continued, "If something that surrounded the bus going to
had been done earlier, things the induction center?"
"Something has to be done ,"
wouldn't be in the shape they
he warned. " It's happening all
are now."

over the country -- rioting ,
burning, and destroying private
property. They 'll be here next."
At that point , the demonstrators rounded the corner at
. Eighth Street and Fourth
Avenue , and continued toward
the courthouse steps .
One student saluted the two
with the peace sign as he
passed. Despite cold stares
directed at the protestors, the
men remained silent.

Golf team will try again
"After a good start against and Miami , of Ohio, Eastern
Ohio University , we really Kentucky, Toledo and Western
haven 't shown our potential ," · Michigan .
said MU Golf Coach Reginald
"The lower three players
Spencer about his team this have been the weaker portion of
year .
·
the team, "Mike High has been
Since defeating OU, the golf working hard, carrying his
team has -been going down hill . share of the load, and Marc
MU golfers placed 14th out of 16 Sprouse and Jeff Jones have
in the Kepler Invitational been consistent throughout the
Tournament and 15th out of 16 in season," commented Spencer
the MAC Tournamerit.
\ about his golfers .
This year MU has been
Today and Saturday MU will
defeated by Morehead and participate in the 22-team
University of Kentucky twice, Spartan Invitational Tour -

nament in East Lansing, Mich.
Teams entered are Michigan,
Michigan State,
Central
Michigan , Eastern Michigan,
Michigan Tech, Wayne State,
Western Michigan, Northern
Michigan, Miam i of Ohio ,
Ferris State, Saginaw Valley,
Northern Illinois, Ball State,
Alma College, Aquinas College,
Detroit College, Grand Valley
State College, Hillsdale College,
Oakland University ,
Kalamazoo College, Kent State
University , North Woods Institute, and Marshall .
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The sisters of Alpha Sigma
Alpha will hold their spring
formal 9 p.m. Saturday at the

Uptowner. Music will be furnished by the Pegasus.

r=:)la(>ac·oii:~~)a()a{;-t;••,
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Blue Ribbon®

I Brewed by

BEER

I The First_of The Great

I

I
Milwaukee Brewers I
216 4th Avenue I.
L·· nolida~ Di,stributing Co.

IR't\~- ~ a t,~lla{~)a()WJ_ O _ ( ~-)al(•

Mother's Day Sing· Sunday
Mother's Day Sing, an annual
event sponsored by Panhellenic
and Inter-fraternity Councils
will be 2 p.m. Sunday in
Gullickson Hall.
This year the sing will be
dedica ted to Mrs. Lilian
Bus.kirk , outgoing dean of
women.
- - - -Members of SOl'-Ot'iti~s ;
fraternities and various dormitories will be competing for
first and second men's division
trophies and first and second
women 's.

The program .will be given as
a story with each song telling its
part.
The groups participating and
their songs are: Pi Kappa
Alpha , "Get Ready, "; Sigma
Sigma
Sigma ,
"Empty
Pockets,"; Kappa Alpha Order,
"Those Daring Young Men on
the Flying Trapeze,"; Sigma
Kappa , " Hey Big Spender,";
Alpha Chi Omega, " Let All My
Life Be Music,"; Sigma Alpha
Epsilon , · " Raindrops Keep

Falling On My Head, " ; Phi Mu ,
"Let's Fall in Love ,"; Tau
Kappa Epsilon, "They Call the
Wind Maria,"; Twin . TowersWest, "Consider Yourself," ;
Alpha Xi Delta, "On a Wonderful Day Like Today," ; Zeta
Beta Tau, "The Green , Green
Grass of Home," ; Delta Zeta,
" Let There Be Peace on Earth, "; Lambda Chi Alpha , " I
Want a Girl ," ; West Hall, " Who
.Will Buy? "; Sigma Phi Epsilon,
" Oklahoma ,"; Alpha Sigma
Alpha , "Over The Rainbow ";
and Phi Kappa Tau, " Mame. "

I

I
- -.

Gamma Mu among top ten
Gamma Mu Chapter of Pi
Omega Pi, business education
honorary , has been selected as
among the top ten this year of
108 chapters in the U.S.
They are selected on the basis
of acquiring a certain number
of points for activities ac complished during the year.
The chapter now has 168
members. It was startea at
Marshall in 1952.
At a banquet last week at the
Spring Valley Country Club, 11

students and three faculty
members were initiated. The
three faculty members are
Shirley Overholt, Nellie Daily
and Joseph Soto . Student
initiated include Joyce Ketterer, Rebecca Saunders,
Donna Harold, Joretta Hornbuckle, William Murphy, Sally
Courts, Jean Vargo, Carolyn
Ward, Sharon Perrine, Carolyn
Dillon, and Carol Delaney.
This is the second time in the
last three years the chapter has
made the top ten. ,
,

Graduating :seniors
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Start Right with ·a Winner!
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Volkswagen

The nC"\· look ln men's fashions ls voile scc•throu~h bod)·
shi n s in bolJ fl or.d pr im s. Th,•!i<.• conrc mpon r}' shirts
art.· clc,·erlr contoured . w ith torso stirchin,:: in rhc.· from
to acc:cnruJ. t<.- the :r.hapcd look. T:ailnreJ -..·irh nc.:w high
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.,-hu "d i~s.. the.- new fashion scene.

$1991.45 full delivered price
New Car Wananty Frt. & Rear Seat Belts Windshield Washer
Beater & Defroster- Back up Lights
4-speed TraJ1S111isio11
Leatherette Seats
Outside Mirror
Other Std. F.qulpmeat
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- community-MU center established
By LES SMITH
Man~glng editor

I
I

I

Coordinators . of five groups
which will comprise the
Community-University Center
have been announced by Gary
S. Nunley. instructor of Engli$h
and temJ?Orary chairman for
.CUC.
Comrrumity-University
Center, recently organized at
MU following a challenge by
Malcolm Boyd and first known
as Communi,ty-Univ_e rsity
Experimental College, -is
patterned after the idea of the
Free University offered two
years ago . .
According to Nunley, the
group is a sharing process
between townspeople and MU
students and faculty designed to
al1ow members to pursue
various interests.
One section of the new group,

I
I
I

I
I

I

t

I

I
I

I
I

Student Action Switchboard, is
designed ~ be a permanent
comm"Qnications system for
campus ·· students. Nunley
described its purpose as a
system - by which information
and counseling and problem
assistance,. can be conveyed to
stuc;ients. Roger Weis, Huntington sophomore, is coordinator of the group. Students
wanting to-help with the project
should contact Weis at 529-7934.
Jeanne McCullough , St.
Albans freshman, heads
Communicy Political Action, a
group within ,CUC winch will
work within the black community of Huntington. Rev . Sill
Grant and Lee Ernest McClinton , Huntington freshman ,
are also working in this group.
Students wishing to participate
in this program can contact
Miss McCullough at 696-2489.
Community Empathy Group,

a third branch of the new workshop group which is to
center, is expected to become eliminate 1lienation, loneliness,
involved in housing, economic, and depression among memand . racial areas in Cabell bers. John David Short, HunCounty. The group , headed by tington freshman , heads the
Bob Gregg, will provide the . group and can be reached at
·community assistance on a 529-3922.
personal level. Gregg can be
Nunley urged that all students
reached at 522-3364.
interested in participating in ·
A Draft Information Center is any of the Center's activities
being organized within Com- should contact the various
munity -University
Center, chairmen or Susan Scholls,
according to · Nunley. The
student-staffed office is being,
coordinated by Brad Dourif,
Huntington freshman, and is to
offer assistance to both MU and
area . high school students
concerning Selective Service
classifications . Students
wishing to help organize the
center can contact Dourif at 523-

·temporary secretary, at 5256650.

Community-University
Center will meet today at 4 p.m.
in Campus Christian Center,
temporary headquarters of the
group. Nunley said ideas for
organizing faculty forum
classes are to be discussed. He
added that a poll of faculty and
students is being planned .

0491 . .

The final group organized at
this ·time is Sensitivity
Refreshing, an interpersonal

Educational day slated
I

Saturday has been des!gnated
Educational Awareness Day,
according to Patrick Cowles,
Huntington - graduate and
assistant with the Office of
Student · Personnel Programs.
The day is part of the Marshall Talent Search Pilot
.Project and is jointly sponsored
by · the West Virginia State
Educational Awareness
Program and· the Office of
Student Personnel Programs.
Cowles said students from
Wayne, Putnam and Lincoln
counties will be bused to
campus Saturday to participate

•

in a program to help motivate
them to post-high school
training.
Cowle$ also said the emphasis
will not only be on possible
college attendance, but on
vocational training as well.
He said, "There will be an
attempt' to offer something for
students interested in all areas ,
including business colleges ,
beauty schools, etc."
The students will be on
campus from 9 a.rn. to 4 p.m.
and will tour "residence halls
and other buildings.
Cowles ·said those students

interested in vocational opportunities located in downtown
Huntington will also be taken to
the schools they wish to see.
Students will be able to obtainapplications for post-secondary
training at this time, and will
also discuss possible financial
ai<l,
Cowles said the Talent Search
Project will continue through
the summer, and ·students interested in working in the
program shOUld contact the
Office of Student Personnel
Programs, Old Main Room 125.

on her

special day
show mom
your love,
giv_e flowers from

ARCHER'S

•
for engineering award
4 v,e
The, Huntington Chapter of Richard Rife, all of Huntington.
the West Virginia Society of · Students competing were
Professional Engineers will interviewed in advance of the
meet at 11 :45a.m., today, at the luncheon by a board of memHotel Prichard to give the bers from the Huntington
chapter's annual award to the Chapter of the West Virginia
of
'Prof~ssio_nal
outstanding junior engineering Society
student at Marshall.
Engin~rs.
The award consists of a
handbook and certificate
President of the chapter,
presented to the student most William D. Stark will preside
likely to succeed in his chosen over the meeting, and Homer
field of engineering.
Bradbury, chairman of the
Students competing for the interviewing committee, will
award are Gary Mankin, John make the award presentation.
Meadows, Danny Porter·, and
The luncheon will arso include

election of officers .for the
chapter. Nominated are Gerald
M. Zubick, and Robert L.
Kunbar for pre~ident, Stephen
C. Rapchak, coal development
engineer for the Chesapeake
and Ohio, and Baltimore and
Ohio railway system; first vicepresident, Bo Chopley, U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers,
second vice-president, Charles
W. Bragg , C&O and B&O
railway systems, William D.
Stark, Morris W. Wood, and Dr . .
A. E. Mccaskey · for state
directors.

B.J. THOMAS
SHOW

Saturday, May 15
Memorial Field House
8 p.m.:
, In coniundion with

Miss F.O.P. Beauty Pagent
r.

Tickets for $:1, $-t , $5 are on s ale at Jack Dial's, Gino's Pizza :Wth Street. Gino's Pub, and Humphreys Southside Pharmacy.
For special group r ates of $2.50, $:1.50, and $.t, contact Cathy
l't'IT)' (525-XXXli or 525-5X22 after !I p.m.> by Wednesday, May
I:1.
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MU students
march in D. C.
By STEVE BURNETl'E
Staff reporter

Approximately 13> Marshall
students and faculty members
attended the peace demonstration in Washington last
weekend.
The students, unable to go by
bus because all local charter
buses had been reserved for a
trip __to Washington by sixth
grade safety patrols, rented
The Parthenon reporters
Greg Oxley, Huntington
senior, and Steve Burnette,
Huntington sophomore,
were in Washington during
the weekend to provide
"on-the:spot coverage" of
anti-war demonstrations.
Their stories appear in
today's newspaper.

,......._...,....,.,...o.a.,
AN11-WAR DEMONSTRATORS GA111ER TO SING SONGS OF PEACE
Portion of estimated 100,000 present at march In Washington

~lty

ads

on . plan -

Semester vote set today
By DENISE GIBSON

Staff reporter

Commencement would be May
15.

Dr. Harold Ward, chairman
of the Academic Planning and

The faculty today wilJ. discuss Standards Committee, said the
two aspects of the proposal, proposal would go through the
according to Dr. Constantine stapdard procedures for apCurris , . director of student proval and would not include a
personnel programs. They student vote.
He added, however , that his
could vote to implement the
policy this fall or to wait until own survey plus independent
surveys by students showed
the 1971-72 term. •
Heither of these suggestions almost unanimous approval
is approved by the faculty, it among students for a semester
would go to President Roland H. system ending prior to
Nelson Jr . for fmal approval. Chrisbnas brt;ak,
(Students from a Journalism
Dr. Carris said he personally
favors the 1971-72 proposal. He ~l class asked 100 students at
said, " I would prefer to wait a ·random for their opinion .
year to implement it." He ~enty--two favored the earlyadded that it is late in the semester system, 24 were opacademic year to adopt the posed and four were unpolicy for next fall, since plans decided.)
Jay Sullivan, Barboursville
for this year's summer orientation prasram are now being juniOt', said, ".J think that it is
unforumate that we would lose
developed.
the time between the summer
and fall terms, but we have ~
start somewhere."
Dick Traylor , Huntington
sophomore, thinks it would be a
good idea because students
" We do have strike plans for this week but they depend on certain would not have to worry about
circumstances...right now we have to see if everyone is back from finals
during
Christmas
Washington, " said Ron Allen, Detroit, Mich., senior.
vacation, and the extra time in
Allen said that the strike group had to reorganize from the May could mean finding a
weekend trip to W~hington. About 13> students made the trip.
better summer job.
Plans were formulated Wednesday night by the "Brothers and
Other action at the faculty
Sisters of Freedom" to continue the strike into this week. The meeting will include lliscusaion
strikers said they hope to formulate a program that will appeal to a of a new class attendance
policy.
·
greater number of students than the past week .
The Parthenon report.ed Friday -a ))OS!!!ibility of several Kent
The two proposed policy
State students coming to Marshall to -speak about the crisis at their changes would be : 1. that the
instructor makes a statement of
school.
The stage in front of Shawkey Student Union was still standing at policy at the beginning of each
9 a .m . Monday, and according to Buildings and Grounds it may term , and then put that
statement on file with the head
stand permanently.
Strikers said last week that they would move into the community of the department, and 2. that
to try to convince the area businessmen and residents that the anti- the department bead could
decide whether or not to forwar demonstration is their concern also.
Allen said he would probably know strike plans by Monday mulate a department absence
policy.
evening.

The proposal to adopt an
early semester system at
Marshall will go_ before the
faculty today during the regular
Faculty Meeting.
The proposal if approved,
would move the academic year
197,0-71 up several weeks, with
first semester registration
beginning Aug, 24, class work
beginning Aug. ~ and the
semester ending Dec. 19.
The two to three-week class
period following Christmas
vacation would be eliminated,
and first semester finals would
be given the week before
Christmas break.
Second semester registration
would begin Jan. 11 with class
work beginning ' Jan . 14.

Strikers hope 'to form
more appealing program'

four "Drive Yourself" vans.
Tickets on the vans were $12
per person plus gasoline costs.
Several instructors and faculty
members boug~t tickets
although they couldn't go,
making more spac~ for more
students and also lielping to
finance the trip.
According to Larry McNeely'
Scott Depot senior, President
Roland H. Nelson Jr. donated
$40 to help finance the trip.
President Nelson, however,
declined to comment on
whether he had donated the
money .
Upon arriving in Washington
the students were placed in four
homes by the United States
National Student Association

<NSA>.

More than 40 students stayed
at the home of John Kelly while
the remaining members of the
group stayed at the homes of
Dr. Tom Rooney, Dr. Pradip,
and
the
Tuberculosis
Association.
The families lodging the
students provided several

meals. Most of the group
commented th•t this was more
than they expected.
McNeely, said he was pleased
Marshall had such a large
turnout compared to the attendance at the October
moratorium, especiaJly considering that there was just one
week's notice and limited
transportation.
Most of the students and .
faculty members interviewed
were pleased that the estimated
100,000 protesters could hold a
demonstration with so little
violence.
Ron Allen, Bloomfield Hills,·
Michigan, senior, said, "I'm
glad I went and I learned a lot,
but the rally itself should have
- been handled differently ."
Allen added there was a lack of
organization and be was hoping
to see a national organization
established.
Chris Montsano, writer for
The Catholic Worker, followed
the Marshall ·g roup to
Washington. He stated that
since be had to return to New
York he decided lo stop in
Washington where be attended
the demonstration with the

Mmball students.

MU coed wins
~

2nd in contest

Diane
Rigney,
representing
Marsha~,
• University and West
Virginia has won second
place in the Women's
Division of the National
. Interstate Or.atorical
Contest, held last weekend
· at Yellowstone National
Park. First place went to
Diane Klemme of Wayne .
State University. Miss
. Rigney, Huntington junior,
.was chosen to represent
· · West Virginia in the state.
Inter-collegiate Contest at
• Jacksol),s Mill in April.

Phi Mu and KA·s
win singing honors
Phi Mu sorority and Kappa Alpha Order fraternity took first
place honors at Marshall University's annual Mother's Day Sing.
Their selections were "Let's Fall in Love" and "'lbe Daring Yotmg
Man on the Flying Trapeze."
Alpha Chi Omega sorority and Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
received second place with "Let All the World Be Music" and
"Oklahoma."
The event, previously scheduled to be conducted on the campus
lawn, began at 2 p.m . Sunday in Gullickson Hall because of
predicted rain.
Dedication of the event was to retiring Associate Dean of
Students Lillian Buskirk. Dr. Donald Carson, dean of students,
presented trophies. Robin Chandler, Hwitington senior, was
coordinator.
Participating sororities and their songs included: Delta 1.eta,
"Let There Be Peace-on Earth"; Sigma Kappa, "Hey, Big Spender"; Alpha Xi Delta, "A Wonderful Day Like Today"; Alpha
Sigma Alpha, "Over the Rainbow"; and Sigma Sigma Sigma,
"Empty Pockets."
Fraternities singing were: Zeta Beta Tau, "The Green, Green
Grass of Home"; Lambda Chi Alpha, "I Want A Girl"; Tau Kappa
Epsilon, "Myriah"; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, "Raindrops Keep
Fallin ' On My Head"; Theta Xi, "Stouthearted Men"; Phi Kappa
Alpha, "People Get Ready"; Phi-Kappa Tau, "Mame"; and Phi
Mu Alpha , men's music honorary (not in competition) , "Cherish."
Dormitories participating were West Hall, "Who Will Buy?" and
West Towers, "Consider Yourself."
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TO THE EDITOR;

Weather
The Weather Bureau at the Tri State Airport
_predicts partly cloudy and warm, with a chance
of thundershowers for today. The high temperature will be in the mid to1upper 80's, with a 30
per cent probability of precipitation. Wednesday's outlook is for continued partly cloudy
and warm, with a chance of thundershowers .

,'

Today

~

COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS ON
SALE AT SHAWKEY STUDENT UNION.
PRIMARY ELEC!!'IONS HELD IN BASEMENT ·
OFSHAWKl•~YSTUDENTllJNION-6:30a,m. t~·7:30 p.m.
,
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA MEETING--11 a:rt1.
in Old Main 236.
STUDENT UNION MIX- 8:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
featuring Captain Speed.
ELECTION OF NEXT YEAR'S BUS officers -Shawkey Student Union. .
STUDENT SENATE MEETING -- 9:15 p.m. in
Smitlt Hall 154.

,.
It is surprising that adequate
coverag~ has not been given to·
the resignation of John Brandon . This is not the kind of event
thllt happens everyday at
Marshall or most other colleges
across the country. I will not
personally condone or in any
way agree with Mr. Bran4on's
actions . I wish to defend him not
on professional , ideological, or
philosophical grounds 'but on a

personal basis. Essentially, I
resent th~ sni~e and uninformed
remarks directed : at Mr.
Brandon's motives.~ variety of
assertions have been made
toward this end. A sample of
such comments includes accusations o( grandsblllding and
·publicity -hunting. Qt.hers claim
. that his actions are phony.
because he is going ~recUy to
another job.
·
None of this is
This
· resignation was a personal ·

true.

'1970".'71 · Bildget
to· total $44,5;7 5

sacrifice of great magnitude for
a married man with two
children and no certain
pr9spects for future employment. Mr. Brandon may
have terminated his career as a
college teactier by his sudden
resignation · from Marshall. I
can not imagine any administrator willing to employ a
man who quit his job in the,
middle of the semester. Yet Mr.
Brandon was fully aware of the
professional and economic'
consequences of his behavior.
This is a rather startling act in a
community where most of. us
live in fear of QReil expression of
opinions that aiffer from our
peers _or- our institutional •
superior'& . Under these circwnstances it is n,ost.unfair to

"

challenge the · courage· of ·Mt..
Brandon's convictions and·
actions .

.student activity fees and $19,735
in .ticket sales and; auxiliary
fees .
..
,
FREDERICK A. KLEIN
However, if for ·_some reason
Instructor of '
the .projected alllO~t is not
political science
obtained ' . the : following
reevaluatio0$. will be used. For
a b\idget of $43,575: the lecture
and forum will be cut $1000. For ED. NOTE: on · the day
a budget $42,575, Winter following Mr. Brandon's action,
weekend will also be cut $1000. The Parthenon ran a page one,
Should the budget t<,tal $40,575 three column-wide story that
forum and l~ture w;>uld be cut dealt with his resignation and
$1500, Winter Weekend and • included his reasons for
Impact, $1000 and travel, $500. '-ieaving:

By JEFF NATHAN
. Staff a,,porter 1

Student Government's 1970-71
budget totals $44;575--an in. crease of $2,132 over the current
year, according to figures
released by David Borling,
Grafton; Ohio, junior, chairman
of the finance committee.
. Included · in the budget ,i s
$2,895 for personal services,
$4,530 for current.expenses, $50
for repair and alterations, and
$37,100 for special projects.
Under . the hew budget the

::=:iz:~:·8!:;~~ Su~n:i-~~

wo·rtt-· ·study
d
=~t~~ tlst=:~.::: ·.. pr~_
gr:(10, :. o.rg~anize . ".
tivities,

$342; ·

Parent's

,

,

·

11

•. $75; blood drive, $50;· Student
Government publicity, $500;
and . conUngencies, $150. A
miscellaneous fund totaling $390
will be added.
Personal.service was allotted
the greatest increase of $1,445.
Publications and duplicati.'on
received an $1,100 increase and
forum and lectures were
$1,000 more. Travel
gran ted
.
allotment was combined with
blockbooking and -_received .a
total increase of $520, while $500
extra was granted ,to Leadership Seminar, $100 more to high
school visitation.
Office supplies and freshman
activities both received $200 cut
backs, and equipment and
repairs and postage were cut

MARSHALL

U~IVF.RSITY

Mn.Jl)t:ST St:WSPAPER

,·
· ·-- j
The Financial Aid Office has
joined with the Succ~ Through
E duc a tion
P r o gr a m
organization (STEP,) to handle
summer off~amPUSj work-study ,
program. 1
.I
_. .

By participating
)n the
.1.- program, ,a studem works to
weeks, June s· throtjgh Aug. 28,
·with public, or private non-profit
,
. organizations whos~ work is in
the public interest. Religious
and political organ~zations are
not included.
i
To join the program, a
Student Employment Personnel
Data Sheet and · a ~tudent Ap-

$50. .
'
The breakdown on the personal service or salaries 1s as·
follows :
Student
Body
President Mike Gant , $675 ;
Studen~ , Body Vice President
Madeline Stover, $585; Edwin
Patton ,. business · maila'g er , .
$675; Richard Dunfee,. commissioner of sociaj affairs , $360 ; .
and secreterial help, $600:·
·
The current expense breakdown includes, $400 for office
supplies, $1400 for P.Ublications
and duplication, ·$800 for
telephone, and $100 for postage.
Also $1040 for tr.!lvel, $400 for.
electigns,
and
. $390 _
mis,cellaneoµs. Repair anc•.
alterations received $50. ·
· Urtd~r special : .projecb 1 ·
. l{omecoming received $12,000,
$9;ooo ·· for entertainment. · and
· $3,009 . for present expense:
Impact also received . $12,000,
broken down to $7 ,ooo for
.. speakers, ij.nd $5,000for cwirent
expense.
· Other. · special proj~ts · include , Winter Weekend, $8,000;
forum , and lecture $2 ,500;
Leadership Seminar, $1 ,100 ; .
. high school visitation, $700; and ·
entertainment and freshman
activities, $400 each.
Student Government expects
to .obtain this money $24,840 in

-~lt
plication for Off-Campus ·
College Work-Study, must be
filled out by the student.
If a student has submitted a .
Parents' Confidential
Statement (PCS) to · the
""'n an·c1'al Aid Office he should
· submit
"" ·
'·
a written request-to,the
office asking 'for. evaluatiol'l of
· his eligibility fdr. participation
in .the program. · ·
If a student has not submitted
a PCS, he must fill out an institutional application tQ join
the program.
The forms are available in the
Financial Aid Office, Room 124,
Old Main.
---------Adv.

~
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.Tolly signs
38 gridders
By MICHAELA. WALKER
Sports writer

O.nny C.nacla, 220, 5-11, guard, Plk•
Yll .., l(y., High . . First tffm CIIU A
all-lCM1tucky ptt'!Wmer es Mnlor, •
· lltlc:k Fedders, 230, 6-2, ted<le, Ft.
Mltdlell, Ky., Covl1111ton Clthollc. H•
reputation IS I hitter, Ind II · bit

--.. .

.
Steve Foulk, 115; i-J, wlclf rwcelv8",
A list of football and lucyn,s,
Ohio. C.tchn well ln c:rvwclL
basketball signees, an increase t.,i.Jec1 ons p l ~ . on• .r'::
in grants-in-aid and waivers in 1llt ell-Ohio tNm.
John Hall, 1U, W, wide rec:alver,
tuition and the goal of the Big Slssonvllle.
A class MA all-West· Vlr•
Green Scholarship Fwld were ginla pet1orm9' with good !lends, 1
·tor
the bill •ncl excallent reannounced Saturday at a Big attl~
Arthur Lodlnt, 225, 6-0, Tldclc, NewGreen · kickoff meetinl at the . port
·News, va;, York Hl9h, was 11oted
outstanding athlete at York HIOh in
Glenbrie.r Country Club.
Yorktown, Va.. in 1'68. Played tatkl•
Heading the list of 30 grid. on Offense and • llnel>aeker on defense
Regarded •
an exc»llent all • arourtll
signees announced by Head ; player.
.
Rictc Meckstroth, l,0, S-11, linebKkff,
Coach Rick Tolley is junior · htavla,
Ohio, Glen Este. All__,,.,_
college All-American Greg Finn pleyer as fullbaCk•lintbadler. H11 good
strength, ·•nd is considered • lot-per•
fro1,n McCook - (Neb.) Junior · cent
pertermer.
, lab MIiier', .205, H, tac:kllt, W1llllnoCollege: '
ton, P•.. Trinity Hlgn, A homlnea for
Flinn w~sa-sefected first team 1llt Pennsvlvanl1 "811 33," MIiier 11·
an excellent ~itlel llloc:IIW. AIIO
j11D;10:--'college All-American by punted
for his hlllh acflool tNm.
· Regl11111d Oliver, 1711, 6-2, qu.rtert,actc,
__...•---.,,Grid-Wire,"
a
football fuscal_,
Ala., Druid, AIIOlher product
publication, and according .to of I pro\red foolball schoot, Ollver WH
regarelecl as one Of A.l1bam1•1 top prep
Coach Tolley, "is one of the quarterbacks. Also played ufety. 'NH
finest junior college linemen in · f~~r-:~,ts team's outstanding player
Dan Polcyn, 225, ,.,. tlcklt, G1Ulpoll1,
the country."
·
Kyaer Creek HIDh. All-conference
Finn had narrowed his Ohio,
performer for ex-MU quarterblek Howle
choices to Marshall and the I.ff MIiier, wno uys, "He is 1011d,
University of Alabama . After ~i~~ lr:tke~~ 1nd • _omtv 1nd 11 1
s •;;,0•195i,1/;!!ii/u~~•t:~
first indicating he .would play
for the Crimson Tide; he finally ri~:i::ck:• 11 i:_e1t d:i:,,::e~~so ·1.n~r.:!i
kickoffs. ' .
decided to come to ·Mu. ·
Head basketball Coach · bu~:vt,,,:,~n~'l:n 2l~v1~· ~.~rd i
Stewart Way reported four f~ 'f:1:~"sc~~;' l\:b•~k•, 1cfotte1e::::
.outstanding student.
signees who inked the national IndJon. anRothlllb,
205, . 6-1, fullbactc, Chelet~r-of-intent. They are junior shire, Ohio, Kyger Creek Hloti. Another
O
1
st•r.s.
H " WIS
e ,Ln
young
college transfers Willie Wilcox, o1
Rolhlltb
.olcktdMIiie•••
, co-captain
of 1ht
tum for two years. ••
(6-i, Miami, Fla., Qade) and 111-tonlerence
e /llnlor he w11 · ■n end, Ind n •
Gary Orsini, (6-4, Femun, Va.)
•i~a~• f/~~iu'."ntt· ._3, t■car.
and higJJ. · schoolers Lyle R•vens\Olood. All-staler Simmons t,11 the
Monroe, (6-7, Fort Recovery,
~~':.,,!~ 11 'te1t:~ec1 •~n •:r~~~t
,Tom 5mvth, ltS, 6-3,.end; Clntlnn1tl ,
Ohio) and Jerry Strittholt, (6-4
110~1!, H,~ec1 P~~~!rJ~r J:;
1/'2, Cincinnati, Ohio, St. ·
excellent size, Ind WH • second teem ·
Xavier). ·
111;Greater Clntlnnali Leavue 11 deend.
.
. ,
ht. other action, Athletic 1,ns1ve
Olivid Welsh, 111, '.6-t, quartitrback r
Director Charles Kautz said 25
all-district
Suffolk, Va ..for John
two Vales.
seasons\.'.'i)lsh
and WIS
111more grants-in-aid and 10 more county
11 1 senior. Kicked 23 of 75
points and passed for 1,025 yards
waivers of out-of-state tuition extra
and · 22 touehdowns In Ills lunlor and
have been approved by the MU
Athletic Committee. The in·Ro:~~·1 ::.:·
cr.ease of grants-in-aid are
~~!l"~.;!bc~%.t'
r
o
Conlertnce first . '91m Ind tht third
d4tpendent upon the Big Gteen
111-0hlo team. - . 11111h sclloot t1e1t11.
Sc!holarship Fund meeting its
'°11."' ~~!"
!~1M•,'i::
· g9al of $150,000 and on approval
but 1111 overall ablllly. Also . a top
•.
by MU students of a proposed .baseball plover.
c11.,.1es wright, m. 6-1, tack te,
increase in. the student activity

\'=-"'t

c1:n~.,1~:~

ci:~~r;

i:: ~rso

r,:" "'~r;~

~ii,~:i~:~r-~1s:11

DELOIS MORROW, LOGAN JUNIOR, SWINGS FOR A STRIKE
·
MU's leading hitter in Saturday's game

'

Softball loss is slim one ·
Marshall University's softball . expecting rough games again
'lbe winning pitcher for OU
next weekend when they was Adams who was relieved in
Saturday on Central Field. journey to Concord, according the sixth after walking in two
nms by Guitz . The records show
Marshall battled to take, the to Miss Epling.
lead all the way to the last pitch
Errors plagued Marshall as the OU pitchers with one strike
with the bases loaded on a full they took the field in the first Pllt and 11 walks . Jan Keatley,
count.
:
inning . Four. quick errors lead Huntington junior, was the
:Last weekend, Mlirshall
won
to four runs . to put OU in the loosing pitcher with seven
•
·
a 13·3 fourth inning pecision at lead. In the final statistics, MU · strike outs and seven walks.,
OU due to ra1·n. Mi°"
had nine run
. · s on 12 hits · and
Marshall's hitting was led by
.,.. Gaynelle
Epling, softball coach , said the eight errors, :while OU had 12 Delois Morrow, Logan junior,
Joss was because, !'the team runs on six hits and six errors. who had two runs on three hits.
:w~s not up for the game, but
Mu·rallied in the sixth inning Karen Pauley, Holden senior
was looking forward to a hard for six runs .to tie the game 9-9. had two runs on two hits with
double-header with Concord Again they l9&ded the bases in th~ only home run of- the day.
Saturday's. umpire was Mi,ke
, next weekend." · ; .
the seventh; but.failed to score
MU defeated Concord 4-2 and as the- gam
. e en,ded wi.th the last . Bankston, ,\tlanta, Ga., sen!?_r .
1().8 in a ,double-he4der and. is . ~of, 14_ po.P~
.· pidor .th"'.
day'. ' ..
Next week, ~hall ·fini~s '.,
·
,
"'- ~ •
,r
a · six game season· with i a ·
.
doubleheader at Concord. The
team's record now stands at
'
three wins and one lo5!i.

'=' ~rra~i:.

=· 1

team lostl0-9 to Ohio'University

Stad'··•um: . b~
eh·•n· d SC·hedule

lmprov,merits to -· Fairfield

J

th
e opening of ·t he season,'' said
Kautz. ''But : the installing of
seats won't be finished until
LI
,Improvements ~ Fairfield sometime during the season.
~h~:;:f~~~ 1~~'.:~~.J•:~:~; ~~~i:er~ .,Stadium will not l:,J! completed We hope the dressings rooms
fEie,
0
::~lt
until sometime !during thj! will be completed before the
THE COMPLETE LIST
champ who pinned l3 straight foes last
football season, •ccording to season begins, but they (the
Of'. FOOTBALL SIGNEES:
1
:•~~~i.'fr':~re:::e:\~nn~s n..:~!:,11o• pur
Athletic Director Charles workers) are behind schedule."
,
JUNIOllt COLLl!GIE
K,autz.
, Stewart said the approval of
1c!~~P~ 11:•~~~Ui. 1J~art2;ba't· oTi~~~;
Greg Finn, ll 5, 6-2, defensive llntman,
favor ite raroet last year. Has cxce11enr
Consulting Engineer Charles theswitchofthestadium deed to
Medtltid, Mass .• MtCOOk, Ntb,, JC. SH
~~g i;~.f~":.~:!~~1~'cr:..'1d~oe:i~~•• .ro::is~ W. Stewart said work on the the Board of Regents has been
sfory for coaches' tommenn.
, o~.•1: . ~~~•·M2!'~ 0~ 1
~1.'~1~f~ee:!~f~.!,";~ field, including the-installation granted by the attorney
Fran~ J am••• 275, 6-2, linebacker,
In the tough Passaic Val ley Conference.
of Astro Turf carpet would general . and the Board of
& ■ rboursvllle, Lees-McRae, N. C., JC.
wtoere he 111s selected all-conference ;;nd
An outstanding linebacker at Barbour••
Group ll,fiillll•1late. Considerld a loP
begin Monday. But , according Pub!'IC Works was be ing polled
villa under MU grad Oink Alien, and
prospeci.
·
to
Kautz, the work'. will not be over the weekend. Approval by
• starler for twQ years at Lees-McRae.
Bob Patterson, 225; 6-2, tight end,
completed until the . football the BPW would permit work to
Louisburg, N. c .. Ferrum, Va ., JC.
started tor two seasons at Ferrum.
season has started, Officials begin Monday .
Hi.s good speed and is a good receiver.
-tiad been planning on all work at
At The Parthenon deadline
Art Shannon, 200, 5-11 , li nebacker,
Greensboro. N. c., Ferrum, Va ,, JC.
· Fairfield being finished for the Monday, Stewart said he had
Al!-aroa and a11,1,ague for two years
11 Forrum. Expetted 10 contend for •
opening of football season in "not heard anything '(apP,roval )
111/~~11. i~~r111:xt21~~ 1\-0, gu-,d , Rich·
September.
.
from the Board yet, but 1.-.~m
·
The
tennis
team
lost
to
·
mond, Ve., Ferrutn, v-.., JC . Another
"The field will ~ ready for expecting to hear anyti me
wl)o is txPtCled to add strength lo t11e
Morehead State University
(
now ."
MU lint.
Thursday by a score of 7-2.
HIGH SCHOOL
THI lAS/IIIISKY •HS. & WKAZ ,11S111T
'lbe · 1011s dropped Marshal.l's
Don Ackerm.1n, 215, ·,-1. center, Lo~ll!111111, Ky., &lshOP O.vld; An Ill-city
record to 10-7 and makes the
performer wno exc:els on long snaps.
Jerry Arrasmith, UO, i-1, running INclc, • second time this season the
A.dv.
Elsemer•. Ky., . Covington CI th O 11 c.
Herd has been beaten by the
•
I
PJayed qu.rterbad< ancl t1lll>lck on
offense and Intercepted eight passe, II
2 HOUIS OF GOLDE■ Nl'IS
Morehead Eagles.
Cltftnllvt back. Has exmllent ~ Jot Ballard, 205, tight end, Pompano
AIDTNIILLS
'lbe
only
winners
for
MU
were
Beach, Fla.. Blanch•Ely. HII excellent
Chuck Barnes, Cheverly, Md. , .
site · and speed, end 11 pottnti.lly · •
junior, and Wallace · Taylor;
•~~ece~:-ke, 2)0, ,-o, linebacker, B11rbours~llt. · West Virginia ASt<>Clalecl · Huntington freshn'lail.
Pren "llntmln Of the year." eon- ·
'lbe netters will travel to .
s-td • sound football player In every
nspe,:t,
·
..
. __,.
Ath~. Ohio for a match with .·
·Pat Callahan, 211, "2, tight """'
. Partcersburg Catnotlc. Has size . and llands
the Bobcats of Ohio Univers'ity. · · ·
to be an excellent rec.elver.

AE~.~;1

,..,.._...,..

.

.

Bl MICHAEL ALKER
Sports writer

.,s:

tia~.:::!ter:~:~~:p ~~:w.:

Tennis .·team
drops to .10-7·

FRIDAY MAY 15 at ,8:30 ,

.,

'FIENOl.·TAYEinl
.

u

YoU"re

IESTAIJUNT
·
tiNCI or u. same oa,

tbial--treat yuurNll · to ~
at the · French Tuen. Dioners
· from $1.65. ··
. .
Open 4 to 10 ,p.m. Su-,
12 noo11 ·to 10 p.m. Closed Moa-

..i...;;a-..- day.

2349 Adams Aft.
Route60West

Adv.

PAUL WE'l'IIERALL
ManlaaU'14

Do You Want.
MONEY FOR
FUTURE FAMILY
RESPONSIBILITY?

YOlllK

If you're like most
men marriage will probably be y~ riext big step.
And marriage means in-·

creased

responsibilities.

· · It's a good idea to start
· building a cashreaervenow l
· ~ provide for those future
. family responsibilities •. A

·.1_ife . insurance p~m
sta,rted now, ·. when .rate.Ill
·' are lowes4 offer,.a unique
..olutton to· this problem.
' ·. rd like to discuas ·sucl.l .a ·
program with you. at : your . ·
coovenience.
·

Co111di(1t
IN PERSON at the Chas. CIVIC CENTER
TICKETS $5.00 & $4.00 ON SALE at CIVIC CENTER
GALPERINS • TURNERS • SEARS • CORBY'S • AU CLUB
KA r J£WELEiS in HUNT...;..FOR RESER¥ ATIONS CALL 344-2451
MAil ORDERS: NATIONAl SNOWS, c/o CIVIC CEITER, CNARltsTON

·M1taal life
1014 6th Ave.

Phone 522-7321

·. !Adv.

...
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Four games remain
ByTIMBUCEY
Spods editor
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I
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Another home run by the
Bobcats' Mike Schmidt put. the
Bobcats ahead 6-5.
"Everyone thought that was a
routine fly ball, and I even
thought if John Wiseman caught
it he would have a play at the
plate, but the wind just blew the
ball out of the park and they
went ahead," Cook said.
All was not lost though as with
two out and two on for Marshall
and trailing, 6-5, Larry Verbage
walked to load the bases and
. Herb Karlet singled driving in
two. The ball then got by the
center fielder and· Verbage
scored and Karlet was on third.
Goddard doubled in Karlet and
John Lutes ·singled Goddard
home to end the scoring.
Friday was a nightmare for
the Herd though as Rodney May
was in early trouble, not all of
his own making.
"Everything went wrong .
Rodney wasn't real sharp but it
wasn't all his fault ," Cook
reported. "They scored six runs
and didn't hit the ball real hard,

not taking anything away from ·
their hitting. They can really .·
hit.
"But a couple of those hits
were fluke hits that barely
dropped in and John Hurst loSt
one in the sun that cost us a·
couple runs."
Ohio had 22 hits in the game,
10 off May, 10 off Ralph Caudill
and two off Gary Leach':" May
was charged with 10 runs in one
and one-third innings, and
Caudill and Leach surrendered
the last eight in relief.
The Herd was charged with
six errors. MU's three nms
came in the seventh inning on a
three-run homer by Glenn
Verbage, his fifth of the season.
In the final game the Bobcats
did allits scoring in the first and
sixth inning for an 8-1 victory•
Winning pitchers for . Ohio
were Ed Robbins, now 10-0, and
Bill Clauss,· 3-1 , and Carl
Hewlett for MU now 4-4. Losers
were Rodney May, 2-2, and Bob
Hull , 1-2, and OU relief pitcher
Mark Simpson, 1-3.

The MU baseball team has
four games remaining and their
main goal from now on will be to
finish the season with a winning
record.
Going into Monday's game
with Morehead <results of that
game were not available at
Parthenon deadline) the Herd
was one game under .500at 9-10,
after salvaging one of three
games at Ohio University last
weekend.
MU will be facing Xavier
Friday and then Bowling Green
comes in the next weekend to
close out the season as the Herd
attempts to complete its third
straight winning season.
. At Ohio, Marshall lost by
scores of 18-3 Friday and 8-1 in
the second game Saturday, but
picked up a win in Saturday's
first game, UHi.
Carl Hewlett pitching for the
Herd became the winningest
pitcher in Marshall history with
14 .career . yictorie~ as l;hey
~al~ed for f~ve runs 1!1 the run~ .
mnm~ to wm. The victory was
I
the fll'St for Marshall over an
.
Ohio team in 16 years.
"That made it all the more
sweeter," Coach Jack Cook said
r
.
after the OU dominance of
By CHARLIE TITLOW
Parthenon, would benefit the
Marshall had fmally ended.
Staff reporter
professional staff more than it
The Herd jumped off the 4-0
.wquld benefit the student body.
lead in that game but OU came
In an executive session, the
· Tommie Denny, Nitro junior
back to tie it at 4-4 wi th the big subcommittee of the Student and Chief Editor o{ .~ Parblow being a three run homer by Activity and Services Fees thenon said, "In the fall of 1967
Terry Raszka.
·
Committee recommended TheParthenonwentfrom two to
rejection of proposed Student three papers a week and
Activities Fee increases for the received a $100 increase in
Parthenon and Chief Justice. student fees. When we went to
The Parthenon asked for a f0\11' papers a week in Feb.,
In
$1 .00 inc:t:ease in the Student 1968, there was no fee increase.
The MU golf team placed 13th Activity , Fee and , the Chief· So now printing prices are going
of 23 teams Saturday, in the 36 Justice asked for an increase of up even further and we're being
hole Spartan Invitational Golf $0.35.
expected to operate on the same
Tournament at East Lansing,
The subcommittee stated four budget as we did for 3 papers
Mich.
reasons for the recommended per week. I think the subHost
Michigan
State rejection. They stated that committee has acted on
dominated the meet, wmrung impending 'the establishment of misinformation. In order to
with a score of 754, while their .the Student Publication Board maintain our present rate of
"8" team finished second with which will have the respon- production, the fee increase is
a 789 total . Marshall finished at sibility to co-ordinate all needed."
807.
. student publications, no major · Gary King, Charleston senior
Jeff Jones, Catlettsburg, Ky., change should be made in the - and Editor-in-Chief of the Chief
sophomore, posted MU's low financing of the Parthenon.
Justice couldn't be reached at
total of 158 with scores of tK> and
The subcommittee said, as of press time but Cathy Gibbs,
78. Dave ' Roach, Huntington yet, the Parthenon has failed to Huntington sophomore and
junior, was next at 79-80, 159, show any concrete evidence Associate Editor of Chief
and Bob Runyon , Chap- that the stud~nts desire this Justice said, "I think it's
manville, sophomore had additional increase in fees for ridiculous. Look-at our salaries
rounds of 85 and 77 for a 162.
the proposed services.
. as compared with student
Mike High, Huntington
It was the feeling of the. assistant jobs. There's a lot
senior
78-85, 163 ; Marc committee that the Parthenon more work and responsibility
Spro~, Huntington senior, 85- has other options to reduce cost involved in yearbook work than
82, - 167 and _Jack Laishley, and still provide satisfactory most people realize . For
Huntington junior, 83-87, 170, service. .
example, how would you like to
rounded out the scoring.
The subcommittee also stated have $27,000 dropped into your
The final match of the season that the purpose of an increase, lap and somebody say, 'Hereis today in Athens against Ohio as sketchily indicated by the make a yearbook.
University.

parthen On ye a rbOOk
fe e $ ' ffl a y be re fU$ e d

Mu

Places

13th • 90If

Natio·n al march
By GREG OXLEY
Staff reporter

wASHINGTON - Songs, heat,
foW1tains and a lone girl supporting President Nixon were
some of the elements of
Saturday's anti-war demonstratioo in Washington.
According to a spokesman for
Niational student Association,
100,000 people crowded into
Elipse Park south of the White
House in the 90-degree plus
temperature.
To escape the heat, groups of
the protestors climbed into
fountains in the area. Some
remained clothed, others didn't.
Things got tense when a U.S.
Army truck entered the park.
Calm was restored when it was
learned the truck contained
water and salt tablets to be
distributed on the groWlds.
A woman who appeared to be
in her ~ was seated on the
grounds of the Red Crosa
building holding a sign sup~rting President Nixon's
Cambodian decision. She was
accompanied by a student
hal

rn::-Jier . marshals kept lanes
cleared for ambulances and
tried to keep police and students
.from clashing. At' a . demonstration later in the afternoon, it
appeared students and police
were near a -confrontation .
· Marshals joined hands, forming
a line which served as a barrier
preventing trouble from
developing.
• First aid was provided by
American Red Cross and
student medics . trained by
. several of the groups sponsoring the protest. Many
needing medical attention were
those overcome by the beat.
,

Because of temperatures,
many of those present moved to
edges of the park to benefit
from shade trees.
Out-of-range of the main
demonstration , some began
forming groups to sing anti-war
songs.
Police remained outside the
grounds and held conversations
with some of the demonstrators
in a relaxed atmosphere.
A detachment of troops from
Ft. Ewitis, Va., was called in to
..Washington last week, but was
not used.
National Student Association
· distributed •information, giving
facts about tear gas and
telephone numbers to call for
_legal and medical attention.
Senior students from several
law schools participated as
legal observers to give informatio(l
and
provide
assistance to those arrested.
At , the conclusion of the
protest, demonstrators struck
out in variowi directions to
chant, sing, and protest.
Throughout the afternoon and
evening police were called to
various locations to break up
demonstrations -iii which
· property was being destroyed.
Clouds of tear gas could be
seen around the Washington
Monument and along the park
grounds and malls in the area.
TwocannistersofCS, a strong.
gas intended for use in Vietnam,
were detonated in the afternoon
on Pennsylvania Avenue.
However, police returned to use
of tear gas.
Reports indicated no one was
seriously injured and most
observers agreed that the
demonstration coul~ best be
described as peaceful.

B . .J. THOMAS
SHOW

7

'rW}t,

-nTROY

McCOY

It's funny
it's that
way, I

,

don't know

1

why, but
it is
easier to
accuse
- than it
is to
justify.

BUSINESS MACHINE-S
RENTALS

SERVICE

SALES

Saturday, May 15

I

I

Memorial Fjeld House

I

I

8 p.m.

I

I

CLASSIFIED

In coniundion with

I

Miss F.O.P. Beauty Pagent

FOUND : girl 's bracelet.
Identify and claim. Parthenon
Office.
LOST: 1969 Hamlin High class
ring with black onyx stone and
initials HHH. Lost on one of
intramural fields May 6 .
Contact Haskell Holley, 696-2476
or 696-9336.

J945Fifth Ave.

Huntington, W. Va. 25703
Phone 525-7676

Tickets for $:I, $4, $5 are on sale at Jack Dial's,- Gino's Pizza2!1th Street, Gino's Pub, and Humphreys Southside Pharmacy .
For special group rates of $2.50, $3.50, and $4, contact Cathy
Perry (525-118116 or 525-5822 after 9 p.m.) by Wednesday. May
1:1.

.1

